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Bringing The Practice to the
Classroom: An Approach to the
Professionalism Problem
Steven H. Goldberg
In the 1980s many leaders of the organized bar and a few academic
commentators began to complain that the legal profession was in a decadelong process of losing its professionalism.' As the dialog grew, there were
disagreements about whether anything was lost; if so, what it was; and whether
it was worth finding. Nevertheless, concern about the "professionalism problem" has kept the profession in an uproar for close to twenty yeam2 I doubt
that we will see, in our lifetimes, any agreement on defining the problem,
much less a solution to it, but three observations seem beyond argument.
There has been a dramatic diminution over the last twenty years in
the time practicing lawyers spend tending to the acculturation of
new lawyers into the profession.
The organized bar has focused on law schools as a primary resource for solving the professionalism problem-however it is defined.
The faculties responsible for law school curricula have not thought
much about professionalism, have not agreed about the existence
Steven H. Goldberg is a professor of law at Pace University.
I am gratefi~lto the students in The Practice, whose work and interest have made the course a
success, and to David E. Kelley, the \niter and producer of the television series 'IKr Pr(~clirt,whose
knowledge of the legal profession and fidelity to its portrayal made the course possible.
I am a member of the Professionalism Committee of the ABA Section of Legnl Education and
Admissions to the Bar. The observations, reflections, and opinions in this article are my own ant1
d o not necessarily reflect the opinion of the committee o r any other of its members.
1.

Presidents of the American Bar Association were prominent in the movement. See, e.g.,
Morris Harrell, Presening Professionalism, 69 ABA. J. 864 (1983); John C. Shepherd,
Resolving to Preseme Professionalism in 1985, A.BA. J., Jan. 1985, at 10;Justin A. Stanley,
Professionalism: Everyone's Talking About It, Wis. B. Bull., Dec. 1987, at 28. Academic
commentators, though fewer in number, saw the same problem. See, e.g., James R. Elkins,
Ethics: Professionalism, Craft, and Failure, 73 Ky. L.J. 937 (1985); Mary Joe F n ~ g lntrotl~tc,
tion: The Proposed Revisions of the Code of Professional Responsibility; Solving the Crisis of
Professionalism, o r Legitimating the Status Quo? 26Vill. L. Rev. 1121 (1981).

2.

See, e.g., Marc Galanter, h v y e r s in the Mist: The Golden Age of Legal Nostalgia, 100 Dick.
L. Rev. 549 (1996); Deborah L. Rhode, The Professionalism Problem, 39 tVm. & Mary L. Rev.
283 (1998); William H. Simon, Ethics, Professionalism, and Meaningful Work, 26 Mofstn L.
Rev. 445 (1997); Timothy P. Terrell &James H. Wildman, Rethinking 'Professionalism," 41
Emory LJ. 403 (1992).
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or the nature of the problem when they have thought about it, and
would have little idea of what to do if they could agree.
It is not my purpose to quarrel with the organized bar's belief that there is a
serious problem or with its hope that law schools can help solve it. Similarly, it
is not my intention to excoriate law faculties for relative lack of interest or to
blame law schools for failing to implement curative programs. A global response to a cultural shift about which there is so little agreement is probably
unattainable. I do hope, by describing a satisfying experience with a professionalism course, to encourage faculty attention to and innowtion about
courses that might help students understand and conuibute to the profession
that most of them will enter.
The first section of this article presents a brief history and description of a
professionalism movement that continues to urge law schools to do more to
solve the "professionalism problem." The second discusses legal education's
failure to bring professionalism into the law school cumculum. The third
describes the structure and teaching method of The Practice-a different
kind of course about professionalism-while the fourth discusses the professionalism content of the course. I conclude with a plea for law faculty to direct
their considerable talents torvard collecting stories and data about the profession and creating material to Eacilitate law school courses that teach about the
profession.
The Professionalism hlovement
Discussion of "professionalism," a subject of interest to lawyers almost
forever, reached a full-throated crescendo among academic and professional
commentators following the 1986 report of the American Bar Association's
Commission on Professionalism, . ..In tile Spirit of Public Seruice: A Blrtepn'ntJor
the Rekindling of Lazqer Prof&onalis71t. Books, articles, and symposia sl:ere
devoted to defining professionalism, arguing that it had been lost, suggesting
strategiesfor its return, and discussingwho .was responsible for the losing and
who should be responsible for the returning? A few expressed concerns about
the "rekindling of lawyer pr~fessionalism,"~
but even those who .rvould rain a
little on the professionalism parade agreed that the subject should be addressed.Vndeed, it .was addressed so much that by 1990 one commentator
called for a "professionalism nonproliferation treaty."~
3.

4.

See, e.g.. h h y Ann Glendon, A Nation Under La~~yers:
How the Crisis in the LC@ Profession Is Transforming American Society (NCII,York, 1994); Anthony T. Iironninn. Tile lost
Ia~vyeer:Failing Ideals of the Legal Profession (Cambridge, hlm.. 1993); Sol Lne:sitz (rsith
Martin hfayer), The Betrayed Profession: hrqering at tile End of the Tr~xn~ietti
Ccntu~
(Nerv York, 1994); The Professional Rcsponsibilitics of Professional Schools, 49 J. Legal
Educ 23 (1999); ASymposium on Ci\ility and Judicial Ethics in the 1990s. 28 Val. U. L.Rev.
xiii (1994); Symposium on Legal Ethics, 7 N o w Dame J.LEthics S: Pub. Pol'y 1 (1993);
Teaching Legal Ethics:ASymposium. 41J. Legal Educ. 1 (1991).
See, e.g., Russell G. Pearce, The Professionalism Pandign Shift: 1\71y Discarding: Professional Ideology\fill Improve the Conduct and Rcputadon of the Fkw, 7%)X.Y.U. L Rev. 1229
(1995).

5.

See, e.g.. Rob Arkinson, A Dissenter's Commentary on the Profrssionalis~nCnmde, 7.1 TCL
L Rev. 259.263 (1995).
6. Monroe Freedman. ABrief 'Professional Histor);" LC@ Timcs. Dec. 17.1990. at 22.
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The professionalism movement has become institutionalized within the
organized bar. A decade after the report of the Commission on Professionalism, the Professionalism Committee of the ABA's Section of Legal Education
and Admissions to the Bar published a report aimed at determining how the
organized bar could "better inculcate a higher sense of professionalism among
American lawyers."' Professionalism has become a respectable topic of scholarship in the academy, at least among those teaching Professional Responsibility. It gained even wider exposure in the academic community when a PR
teacher, Deborah Rhode, served as president of the Association of American
Law Schools and set a "professionalism" agenda for the plenary session of the
1999 annual meeting. It is not at all clear, however, that practitioners and
academics have the same thing in mind when they talk about professionalism.
Roger C. Cramton illuminated the difference in the approaches of legal
practitioners and legal academics, without specifically labeling it as such, in
the keynote address to a 1996 symposium on the Professionalism Committee's
r e p ~ r tHe
. ~ described the profession's most often articulated descriptions of
professionalism as "false faces." Civility, disdain for commercialism, public or
pro bono service, and self-regulation, he contended, "masquerade as the real
thing by treating a modest concern as the heart of the subject."Vor the
practitioners whose barjournal commentaries first raised the professionll'~ s m
problem, those "modest concerns" were "the heart of the subject." They would
save or restore professionalism by an instrumental adjustment in the shape of
the profession or the manner of practice in order to address one or another of
those "modest c~ncerns."'~
Cramton's more fundamental approach is the kind of critique voiced by
most academic commentators. He believes that professionalism as he defines
it-"a public profession serving public interests'-is becoming extinct because of a basic philosophical change to a "contemporary professional ideology of total commitment to clients, reinforced by legal subcultures in various
domains of litigation and practice."" No return to sportsmanship,'"nstrumental adjustment in lawyer civility, concern for the bottom line, pro bono
activities, or the method of self-regulation will solve the problem. "The exces7. Section of Legal Education and Admissions to the Bar, American Bar Association, Report of
the Professionalism Committee: Teaching and Learning Professionalism 1 (Chicago, 199G)
[hereinafter Professionalism Committee Report].
8.

O n Giving Meaning to "Professionalism," in Professionalism Committee, Section of Legal
Education and Admissions to the Bar, American Bar Association, Teaching and Learning
Professionalism, Symposium Proceedings 7, 8 (Chicago, 1997) [hereinafter Syrnposiu111
Proceedings].

9.

Id. at 14.

10. See, e.g., Hanna S. Cohn, Professionalism Means Pro Bono Senice, N.Y. St. B.J., July-Aug.
1991, at 63; Roland L. Ozark, IfIt Please the Court, 68 Mich. B.J. 834 (1989);Jeanne S. hliller,
SelfRegulation: The Essence of Professionalism, Res Gestae, July 1989, at 33; John W.
Kuykendall, The Ten Commandments for Professionalism, 34 N.C. St. B.Q. 24 (1987);
Franklyn M. Gimbel, Profit v. Professionalism, Wis. B. Bull., Sept. 1986, at 3; David S. Doty,
Professionalism: Formula for Success.. .,Bench & B., Sept. 1984, at 3.
11. Cramton, supra note 8, at 19.
12. D. A Frank, Good Sportsmanship Is the Heart ofProfessionalism and OurActi\.ities, 52 Tex.
B. J. 1021 (1989) (first published in 1939).
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sive preference for clients threatens the ideal that the practice of law is a
public profession serving public interest^."'^ Nothing short of a return to the
"central m o d tradition of lawyering" will do.I4
The organized bar continues to look to the legal academy to be a major
force in solving the professionalism problem, despite the different perspectives on professionalism and the growing perception of increased separation
between legal practitioners and the legal a~aderny.~Xramton's
more fundamental concern about the loss of professionalism-harking back to a 1958
report of an AALSABA special committeeiti-is influential, arguably central,
to the Professionalism Committee's report." And the report's most elaborate
recommendations for attacking the loss of professionalism are in its section
on Law School Professionalism TrainingiR Despite the report's apparent
reliance on the law schools, there is no consensus about the academy's ability
to have a substantial influence. The report itself is ambitalen~It describes an
academy disconnected from the profession, decries tile lack of practice esperience among larvschool teachers, complains about a "lip senice" approach to
the pervasive method of instruction in legal ethics and professionalism, and
implies that law schools have little interest in professionalism instruction of
any kind.lgYet it looks to law school as the place of resurrection as it recommends "[e]levating legal ethics and professionalism to the same level as the
other major components of the cumculum [and] treating this subject matter
with the same seriousness and allocation of ficulty and other resources as, for
example, the business or commercial law c u m c ~ l u r n The
. ~ ~ hundred or
more practitioners, judges, bar association oficials, and law teachers auending the 1996 follo\vup symposium on the report reflected the same ambitslence: virtual consensus about the existence of a professionalism problem,
and anything but a consensus about the nature of the problem or about what
law schools should do to f~ it2'
Do Law Schools Teach "Professionalism," Whatever It Is?
There are no data or recent surveys available, but my sense of legal
education's approach to professionalism in the year 2000 is that not much has
changed since the 1996 symposium.
13. Cramton, supra note 8, at 19.
14. I.at 24.
15. See, e-g., Hany T. Edt\ards, The Growing Disjunction Bcttsccn Legal Ed~~crrt~on
and the
Legal Profession, 91 hfich. L Rev. 34 (1992).
16. See Lon L Fuller 83 John D. Randall, Professional Responsibilit): Repon of the Joint
Conference. 44 k B k J. 1159 (1958).
17. See Professionalism Committee Report, supm note 7, at 8.
18. See id. at 13-25.
19. I . at 14.
20. Id at 19.

21. See Symposium Proceedings, supra note 8. Comparc Small Group Break-Out Sessions I and
11, Teaching and Learning Professionalism in h w v Schools. ill. at 129-32, wvith Small Croi~p
Break-Out Sessions 111 and IV. Teaching and Learning Professionalism in tlie Pnctice of
htv, id at 432-35.
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Professionalism remains a label in search of content. With no attempt to
resolve which "professionalism" is the subject that law schools should teach,
here are some of the suggested "solutions" for the professionalism problem.
Do more to teach the skills and values needed to be a competent
professional.
Teach less about esoteric theory and more about the kind of
doctrinal issues that make up the day-to-day concern of the living
law.
Teach more about what it takes to be a good lawyer and a good
person.
Teach more about the philosophy of the law.
Teach about how the profession can be changed so the legal
system will better serve society.
Study and teach more about the organization and structure of the
legal profession.
Do more to acquaint students with the life of a lawyer.
The first two are less about teaching professionalism as a course or a body
of understanding than they are competing critiques of a perceived general
educational gap between the legal academy and the profession. As such, they
are beyond the inquiry of this article, though it is worth noting that experiential learning in clinics, externships, and simulation courses has provided some
students an opportunity to develop lawyering skills and, to some extent,
lawyering values. It is worth noting, as well, that the validity of the critique that
the law curriculum has become too esoterically theoretical and pays too little
attention to the useful doctrinal base of the law depends upon who is doing
the evaluating and at what school.
The five remaining "solutions," though different in approach, have in
common that they are specific areas of inquiry, with the last two aimed directly
at helping students to anticipate the world they will enter after law school and
to understand the life they will lead in that world. Which of the five professionalism "solutions" is attempted in the curricula of American law schools? With
very few exceptions, the answer is none of the above. David B. Wilkins contends that this state of affairs is "more than just a pedagogical oversight or a
scholarly shortcoming" and characterizes it as "nothing less than an ethical
failure by the legal academy."22One need not accept the ethical characterization to agree with his assessment of the academy's "systematic and pervasive
exactly the "pervafailure to study and to teach about the professionW2Lnot
sive" the committee had in mind when it recommended that "the pervasive
method of teaching legal ethics and professionalism should be seriously
considered by every law

22. The Professional Responsibility of Professional Schools to Study and Teach About the
Profession, 49 J. Legal Educ. 76,76 (1999).
23. Id.
24. Professionalism Committee Report, supra note 7, at 18.
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Professionalism receives hardly a mention in law school courses other than
Professional Responsibility. To be sure, professional responsibility instniction
has done no better. Despite a sustained professorial lobbying campaign to
infuse professional responsibility throughout the curriculum and at least one
text designed to facilitate that,%the pervasive approach is pen-asive only in the
long list of schools in which professional responsibility remains locked in
a single classr~om.?~
If an already welldefined subject involving rules, latcs,
and discipline cannot squeeze into a teacher's favorite doctrinal course,
what chance has professionalism, a subject without definition, rules, doctrine,
or text?
Professionalism, unfortunately, does not do substantially better inside the
Professional Responsibility classroom than it does outside. While professionalism and Professional Responsibility both focus on latsyers, professionalism
receives only a fleeting glance in a course that after thirty years is still a kind of
stepchild with law school faculty and is even less well regarded by law students.
As one of my students wrote, "I believe that professionalism is neglected.
Generally, it is only addressed in Professional Responsibility, which is treated
as a joke class among students here." hlost PR teachers \sill confirm, with
regret, that even if students do not think of the course as a "joke," they are
uninterested at best, and they hate it at orst st They take PR because it is
required, which they resent. It is the course in which they 1~411memorize rrs
much of the Code or the Rules as they think will get Ulem through the SlultiState Professional Responsibility Examination. They resent the 41PRE too.
The result is a group of students, ranging from discontented to a g p w t e d .
who will resist with inattention and silence anything bexond black letter
recitation calculated to help them successfully traverse the MPRE.
Encouraging class discussion or interest in the general topic sf "legid
ethics" as defined by the Code or the Rules is a Herculean m k at which only a
precious few PR teachers succeed. Is it any wonder that, for the most part, they
do not try to overcome the students' grudging, rule-oriented tolerance for the
Professional Responsibility course by addressing professionalism, a subject
that, irrespective of its focus on lawyers, is disconnected from disciplinar).
attention to lawyer crime and punishment?
The reluctance of teachers to address professionalism, either because they
know their captive PRstudents will not respond to it or because they are not
willing to sacrifice any part of their syllabi in other courses, is not the only
impediment to the introduction of professionalism into the curriculum. Most
law faculty do not have extenshe practice experience. This is prarticulrtrly
important for those approaches to professionalism that focus on the suucture
of the world students will enter and the lives they will lead in it. Concerns

23. See Deborah L Rhode, Professional Responsibility Ethics by the Pcn;lsi\-c hlcthod. 2d cd.
(NavYork, 1998).

26. For an insightful discussion of the difficulties cncountcrcd in persuading ~ a e l l c r to
s ntccpt
the penasive method of professional responsibility, sec an aniclc by the mctl~od'slading
proponent. Deborah L Rhode. Into the Valley o f Ethics: Professional Resp~uibiligand
Educational Reform. Law & Contemp. Probs., Summcr/A~~tumn
1993, at 139. 1.1546.
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about personal/professional relationships and conduct, or about the problem
of squaring the practice of law with personal values, do not have rules or
guidelines around which a course syllabus is easily constructed. The combination of faculty practice inexperience and the lack of rules or doctrinal guidelines makes a course in professionalism difficult to produce. One need not
agree with the Professionalism Committee's suggestions that the legal academy must hire a "significant number of experienced practitioners" in order to
have "excellent role models for students" or agree that "only faculty with
extensive practice experience . . . teach the basic and advanced ethics and
professionalism courses,"27to acknowledge that the paucity of law teachers
with substantial practice experience has an indirect influence on the failure of
law schools to do much with professi~nalism.~~
Law teachers are responsible
for academic culture and cumculum. Professionalism, particularly the approach that explores personal values and relationships, is not the normal grist
of the law school mill. It does not suggest the analytic rigor, the policy
perspective, or the doctrinal analysis that are the core concerns of the legal
academy. It is not so much that such a course would not receive approval from
a curriculum committee, but rather that there are not many faculty whose
experience might cause them to propose it. In the same vein, law teachers
create most of the material from which courses grow-casebooks, problem
books, texts, and the like. No one has created material with which to structure
courses that deal, in large part, with personal/professional relationships
and conduct.
Stories of the practice of law that provide a context for student understanding are the indispensable material for addressing professionalism. Ask those
often dispirited souls stomping around in the vineyard of law school Professional Responsibility-making more vinegar than wine-and they will tell you
that PR classes fail largely because students have no understanding of the
context in which the ethical issues arise. The same subject matter and the
same issues are red meat for practitioners in continuing legal education
courses. Throw outjust one good legal ethics hypothetical and practitioners
will chew on it for hours. Why are practitioners so interested in something that
law students ignore or despise? Context and personal involvement. The practitioners can fill in the spaces of the hypothetical, spaces that students without
experience cannot even see. Practitioners understand the subtle human dynamics that make a factual scenario a real-life problem. They can visualize the
impact of a suggested theoretical resolution on the lawyer, the client, or the
society. Practitioners know that the most difficult and absorbing ethics issues
are not those addressed by the Code or the Rules, but those that slip between

27. Professionalism Committee Report, s u p note 7, at 18.
28. See Thomas D. Morgan, Law Faculty as Role Models, in Syrnposiiim Proceedings, stgrcr note
8, at 37, 44. Morgan's caution that 'faculty members who model qualities of maturity and
\ision" might be found in others besides those with "extensive practice experience" and his
obsenation, by indirection, that the committee's limitation on the teaching of professional
responsibility and professionalism would exclude some of our best teachers and most
influential scholars cannot be gainsaid.
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the cracks, leaving the lawyer with nothing on which to rely butjudgment and
a sense of professionalism. It is no accident that in an attempt to breathe life
into their law school courses, Professional Responsibility teachers have
turned increasingly to videotaped scenarios-war stories of a kind-in hopes
of bringing the context into the classroom and, thereby, duplicating in
students the practitioners' interesta What these teachers hope will make
their PR classes more interesting for their students wvorb for teaching
about professionalism.

Bringing the Practice into the Classroom
Bringing the practice into the classroom always has been asuuggle for legal
education. Courses that focus on nondoctrinal or nontheoretical professional
preparation have alwvays awakened the lawv school identity crisis beoc.een
academy and professional mining ground. Clinics,simulations, and esternships
became standard components of legal education only after years of turmoil
over funding, the legitimacy of the experiential pedagogy, and the faculty
status of the teachers, many of whom are still not permitted on the tenure
track. The skills cumculum can be a wvonderful venue in which to examine
professional responsibility issues as they come up in the context of practice
strategies and tactics, but professional responsibility issues are neither the
focus nor the heart of the enterprise. Experiential learning courses, designed
to give students opportunities to be lawyers, wvith occasional forap into professional responsibility, are unlikely to leave much room for the more general.
less immediate consideration of professionalism.
The task in teaching professionalism is to bring the practice into the
classroom for the sole purpose of sparking the students' interest in professionalism and, inevitably, professional responsibility. War stories and drama are
the tools. Though long disparaged as classroom distractions-a kind sf educational Gresham's Law, with the "bad" wvar stories or drama driving out the
"good" analysis-wvar stories and dramatic representations of the practice are
what students need if they are to appreciate the issues in the life of a lawyer.
The recent academic fascination with Jonathan Harr's A Civil Actions underscores the teaching power of a good story. The book has been used in courses
ranging from Alternative Dispute Resolution to Civil Procedure and has
spawned both a documentary companion and a video supplement for use in a
first-year course.st It is a rich recounting, and such richness is rare.
David E. Kelley's television series, TI~Practice,tells realistic stories about the
lawyers in Bobby Donnell's small criminal defense/plaintiff personal injury

29. The most extensive library has becn created by Stephcn Cillcn and is a\ailable through Nar.
York University School of hrv.
30. NewYork, 1999.
31. See Lewis A Grossman & Robert G. Vaughn, A Documcnmr). Companion to A &tll .4rlron
(Nerv York, 1999); hiarilyn J. Berger, Lessons for IVoburn: The Untold Stories. A Wdco
Companion to A CivilArlwn ( New York, 1999).
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firm and those lawyers that interact with them.g2Of late it has succumbed to
the ratings' cry for caricature, and both the legal arguments and the characters have become unrealistically extreme; but during its first two years it was a
welldrawn portrait of complex characters experiencing the predures, pleasures, fears, and joys of the practice of law.s3 The emphasis on the ethical,
moral, and personal issues in the early episodes was so pointed that one
reviewer disparaged the series as unworthy television:
On rare occasions we catch a glimpse of someone struggling with a brief, but
for the most part-if one were to accept what the scripts of "The Practice"
suggest-lawyers spend their days and their nights in hot debate over what is
right and wrong. What am I if I d o this or that, put on this witness or the
other? Am I a good person or a bad person? There's not much danger, of
course, of running into lawyers like this in the real world. Still, they can get
quite tiresome in "The Practice," which otherwise moves at a nice clip and
raises compelling legal questions-inevitably buried, soon thereafter, in the
brooding disco~rses.~'

Those "brooding discourses" make the early episodes of Tire Practice the
perfect vehicles for thinking about, discussing, and beginning to understand
professionalism. The professionalism that I hope students in my course, The
Practice, will learn about has no more precise definition than acculturation
into the practice of law. It was once accomplished after law school with the
assistance of older lawyers or by experience in a relatively slow-moving occupation that gave time for reflection and understanding of the public enterprise
and the lawyer's responsibility to it. The current size of the profession and the
importance of the bottom line, among other factors, have erased those opportunities except in the rarest of circumstances, leaving the acculturation process to happenstance or to the law schools. Neither happenstance nor the law
schools have succeeded, if the commentators are correct.
The Practice is my attempt to fill the gap left by the profession. It does not
fit the description of any typical law school course. It is a combination of
research seminar and clinical externship, presented through a modified simulation method of instruction. A "virtual" experience of practicing law in the
classroom with the fictional lawyers of The Prnctice provides the context, the
structure, and the issues for a course designed to produce lawyers who will put
the lie to the reviewer's snide observation that real-world lawyers are unlikely
to give much thought to right and wrong. The students' vicarious professional
experience in the public enterprise of law gives them the beginnings of an
understanding of what it aspires to, what it fails at, what it does well, what it
does for and to clients, what it does for and to lawyers, and how well or poorly
32. Through the generosityof David E. Kelley Productions,I reviewed episodes from the first two
years of ThePmclirewith an eye to choosing 13 episodes that would present the issues I hoped
the students would chew on during the course. I found 28 episodes with a nriety of iss~~cs
of

law, ethics, morality, and personal conflicts that in part define the pnctice of law. I rotate
them through the course in different semesters.
33. Michael Asimov, 'the practice" May Not Be Perfect, But as a W Show, It's Darn Close, Nat'l
L.J., Nov. 9, 1998, at ,422.
34. Dorothy Rabinowitz, TV: AVirtuous Brood, Wall St. J., Nov. 9, 1998, at A21.
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consequences will fall to them and to the clients for whom they are fiduciaries.
The simulation provides students with an opportunity to begin to develop "a
~~
the simulation
capacity for ethicaljudgment. . . through p r a c t i ~ e . "Because
does not have the real client of the clinic or the performance anxiety of a Trial
Advocacy course to sharpen the students' attention, the teacher must pay
vigilant attention to the law firm atmosphere and attitude. Little things-such
as viewing the episodes together, discussing issues in the first person, conducting the sessions around a conference table-help to make the law firm
simulation more like a clinic than like a traditional classroom and The
Practice more reality than television.
The relatively distortion-free mirror on the practice of law created by the
early episodes of The Practice is a major factor in making the simulation work.
Each episode focuses on one or two major legal or ethical issues (the text),
while also presenting the continuing development of the law firm, the growth
of the lawyers, and interaction (the subtext) as these complex and believable
characters handle realistic cases in a true-to-life court and legal community
environment. The personal character development, professional relationships, and dramatically presented human responses to the legal or ethical
problems and to the professional environment put the students next to
lawyers "in their contextual complexity, making choices . . . layered with
events, other actors, internal motivations, feelings and realized consequences
of their actions."s6
Everything the students do and think about in this simulation course, both
professional and personal, is recorded in their journals. They are generplly
unaccustomed to articulating their personal and moral views in law school
classes, most of which are driven by attention to doctrinal evolution or public
policy considerations. Early emphasis on the journals as personal diaries, and
notjust a record of the students' activities as lawyers in the firm, is part of an
attempt to convey the message that The Practice is as much about the f~itlture
lawyers in it as it is about the profession they will enter. The journals help to
move the course participants from observing students to participating lawyers.
I give the students careful instructions about theirjournals.
The journal you will create in The Practice will be your only written work
product for the course. It is your record of your activity in the virtual law firm
that constitutes this class. M'hat you choose to put in it-both as to content
and volume-is your business. In order that I can appropriately evaluate the
journals, however, I ask you to follolv the structureset out in this memorandum.
Ltgal, ethical, moral, orpersonal issues. We will rarely deal with more than two
or three major legal, ethical, moral, or personal issues each week. As to those
major issues, please follolv this form:
1. State the issue as you want to discuss it--or in alternative fashion if
you want to take it on from more than one perspective.

35. Deborah L. Rhode, The Professional Responsibilities of Professional Schools: P e w i v c
Ethics in Perspective, in Symposium Proceedings, srrl)r(i note 8, at 25.33.
36. Carrie Menkel-Meadow, The Sense and Sensibilities of Lawyers: Larvyering in Litcn~urc,
Nanatives, Film andTelevision, and Ethical Choices Regarding Career and Cnft, 31 h.lcGcorgc
L. Rev. 1 , 2 (1999).
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2. Cite the relevant case law, if any, that you considered.
3. Cite the relevant ethics rules o r other bar association pronounccrnenls
that you considered.
4. Briefly describe how you researched the issue. (Include citations, if
any, to interesting-looking laws, rules, articles, or b o o k that you decided
not to read.)
5. Citations to the rules, articles, and b o o k that you rcad.
6. Brief, broad description of the point of the rule, article, o r book.
(Rarely will be more than a short paragraph.)
7.A summary of those portions of the articles o r b o o b that you rcad
that relate to the issue as you have framed i t
8.A resolution discussion of the issue that includes the conscqucnees.
both good and bad (from your perspective) of the resolution upon the
lawyer, the client, and society at large.
Personalissues. Each episode of Tl~ePractir~\oill
present a number of personal
issues that arise from being a member of the legal profwion. Dcseribc the
occurrence in the episode that raised the issue and discuss ils resolution Pro111
your personal perspective. (These might be issues such as ho\v partners talk
with each other, how you lawyer together. how you deal rYitb opponents,
personal relationships with colleagues. ctc., o r merely pcrsonal o b ~ c ~ a r i o n s
about the practice of law as it relates to what you cspcct. \mnt, like, dislike.
etc.) You may occasionally find interesting articles o r ponions OP b o o k
dealing with these subjects. If so, cite them and briefly describe the point of
the article o r book as it relates to the issue. Be a\r.;lrc, ho~vcver,that often
there will be little to bring to the subject other than your own sensibilities. Be
sure you discuss your reasons for the resolution you choose \rith at~cntisnto
both the benefits and the costs.
Ajerthoughh and personal obsenrotions. This section of the journal is for
reflecting on anything from the class discussion that changed your mind o r
modified your opinion about any issue. It is also the place for any thoughu.
discussions, o r occurrences during the week that help to shape your \*ic\rof
the profession o r your prospective place in it.

The Professionalism of The Practice

Thedirection of discussion is dictated almost entirely by the stories of Tire
Practice. The content of the discussion is dictated by the reaction of the
students to the stories. My contribution is limited to acting as a senior partner
whose only fbnction is, when prodded, to fill in the students' esperience gaps.
The goal is to give students a virtual practice experience that will help them
begin to develop the habit of being concerned for what is right and wrong
about what they do and how they do it, along with an understanding that it is
rarely easy. The course is aimed neither at cataloging all of the professionalism issues lawyers encounter nor at providing answers to particular issues. It is
as much about what lawyers should be and ho~vthey get thai !\a).
as it is about
what they should do about any particular problem.
The most persistent theme in Ti2e Practice is about the roles the qstem
demands of lawyers and the conflicts inevitable in those roles. This 'text"
focuses on the bigger issues of professionalism, which often implicate law and
ethics: the proper bounds of zealous advocacy, the importance of represcnting unpopular clients, racism in the legal s p e m , juxy nullification, grounds
forjudicial recusal, the influence of plea bargaining, and the like. Though
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capable of being discussed in a traditional classroom setting, such issues take
on a deeper dimension when they are presented complete with human
reaction and consequence. The bundled-plea-bargain episode is an example.
Bobby Donnell is the court-appointed lawyer for a man charged with
putting a gun to the head of an eighty-year-old proprietor while robbing her
store. She cannot make a positive identification. There is avideotape from the
security camera. After losing a motion to suppress the videotape, Donnell tells
his client that he should consider a plea. The maximum penalty for armed
robbery is life. Donnell tells the client he will try for the best deal he can get
and says that six years, which he is not sure he can get, would be a fantastic
deal. The client says, 'Yeah, for you. You just want to get rid of me and this
case." During the ensuing conversation, the defendant shows disdain for
court-appointed counsel in general and Donnell in particular. Donnell tells
him to get another lawyer if he wants, but so long as he represents him, the
defendant gets his full loyalty and attention. The defendant tells Donnell to
see what he can get on a plea.
Meanwhile Eugene Young, Donnell's friend and partner, represents a
woman being harassed and threatened by the husband she is divorcing. The
husband is ordered from the home, but despite repeated efforts Young
cannot get a protective order. The husband breaks into the house and begins
to throw things around. The thirteen-year-old son shoots the father with an
arrow and kills him.
The prosecutor on Donnell's armed robbery case is the same prosecutor
who has the charging decision on Young's thirteen-year-old. Young asks
Donnell, who has a particularly good relationship with the prosecutor, to
persuade the prosecutor not to charge the boy. Donnell agrees. When he
raises the charging issue, the prosecutor says let's talk about the two cases, the
armed robber and the boy, together. Donnell protests that it would be improper. The prosecutor says, 'You're right. We'll deal with them one at a time.
Let's do the armed robber first." It is clear to Donnell that the prosecutor will
not charge the boy if Donnell will stop pushing for six years and persuade the
armed robbery defendant to agree to ten years. Donnell believes he could
work the prosecutor down to six years on the robbery if she did not now have
the leverage provided by his interest in the thirteen-year-old's case. He believes, also, that he can persuade the armed robbery defendant to take the ten.
What should Donnell do? The students' discussion is always rich in consideration of the ethical boundaries, the importance of the moral compass of the
lawyer, the influence of personal relationships, and the real tensions that exist
when the problem is not a law school hypothetical, but a real-world experience in which real people will sustain real consequences. The discussion
almost always opens with one of the students citing Standard 4-6.2 of the ABA
Standards for Criminal Justice, The Defense Function, and its admonition:
"Defense counsel should not seek concession favorable to one client by any
agreement which is detrimental to the legitimate interests of a client in
another case." Discussion of the standard, its rationale, and its status as a
guideline, is usually followed by one of the students suggesting that Donnell's
representation of the thirteen-year-old is a Model Rule 1.7(b) conflict that
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could result in discipline. Sometimes a student will raise the possibility that
the prosecutor's bundling suggestion creates a firm conflict under Model
Rule 1.10, requiring either Donnell or Young, or both, to v.ithdra\v. The
conflict issue invariably segues into discussion of the inherent conflict in a
plea bargaining system that involves consistently repeating players. M e r the
various avenues for conforming to what the students believe is required by the
Rules, the discussion turns, invariably, to what should be done. Despite the
Defense Standard guideline and the disciplinary caution of the conflict rules,
everystudent\vho has taken the course, save one, has chosen to stay in the case
and persuade the armed robber to take the ten years. They Im0i.i.the decision
is "ethicallyn wrong under the Rules, but they believe, almost unanimously,
that it is the right thing to do given all of the human cir~umst~u~ces.
The
contextual reality that pushes the result cannot be communicated in the usual
spoken, or even written, law school hypothetical.
The human talents and circumstances the students see in the story-the
talents and circumstances of which they will be amre in their own practicesdrive the result They see that the thirteen-year-old being mumatized is a
good boy~vho~ v a sprotecting his mother, albeit with the unreasonable belief
that she was in mortal danger from a husband who is a jerk (at least). They
know that the armed robber is a despicable scumbag, guilty of many things
worse than the robbery. They knorv, by the history in court and the intenction
benveen Bobby and the prosecutor, and by the work they have seen of some
court-appointed counsel, that the ten years Bobby will get for the armed
robber is still a good deal under the circumstances and almost certainly better
than what another lawyer would do. They feel the responsibility that Eugene
Young feels for the failure of the system and for his part in not finding a ~ a toy
protect the mother from the father's harassment They understand the bond
benveen Donnell andYoung that is fsx greater than a relationship benvcen law
partners. And they appreciate that talking the armed robber into ten years,
instead of the six that he might othenvise receive, goes against everything that
Donnell believes about providing the best representation to people usually
chewed up in the system because they are poorly represented.
The decision by the student-lawyers about what they should do in the
bundled-pleas problem is almost always unanimous and altsa)~tortured. They
are never happy, but they invariably decide to do what Donnell did. They hold
their noses, make the deal, and then feel professional shame aftei~mrds.The
professionalism lesson, of course, is not about discovering the unquestionablg
right thing to do, but rather about understanding that the human esperience
of the practice of law often makes it difficult to decide what is right One
student made thisjournal observation of frustration and insight: "I guess that
I was hoping to have found some magic solution to the problems associated
with plea bargaining. Not having one makes me disappointed with the criminal justice system. I cannot believe that it places attornep in such a difficult
place with no way outn
Though its value in presenting the big issues is significant, the stories of TIIe
Practiceare a truly rare and valuable vehicle for addressing the smaller issues of
professionalism. There is no good way to address the topics of personal/
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professional relationships and conduct-topics for which there are no legal or
ethical guidelines-except through richly told stories. Even the overarching
life issue of squaring the practice of law with personal values is difficult to
address meaningfully without a context in which to consider it. These smaller
issues of professionalism are the subtext of The Practice. They range from the
professionally consequential (Is the practice of law so engulfing that the
lawyer must sacrifice personal and family interests on the altar of serving
clients?) to the personally day-to-day: Is it okay to date a colleague? An
opponent?
In many respects, the smaller professionalism issues are the most fascinating for students-eye-opening questions of first impression that the students
understand may shape and texture their professional lives. But they can
present a trap for the teacher, to whom both the questions and the answers
may seem too obvious for comment. The teacher must constantly be aware, as
in the first week of a first-year course, of how little the students know-in this
instance, about how law is practiced. Even third-year students-many with law
firm work experience-are initially amazed at actions as run-of-the-mill as one
lawyer interrupting another, a judge betraying a bias or scolding a lawyer, a
lawyer preparing a closing argument out loud, a client conveying to the lawyer
an intention to testify falsely, a client who will not pay the bill, big-firm
corporate lawyers viewing small-firm trial lawyers with condescension, tensions among lawyers in a firm, and small and not-so-small discourtesies during
discovery depositions. The smaller professional questions fill the student
journals and dominate class discussion during the latter part of the semester.
Questions range from the professional (How do I speak to a judge who is
being unfair to my client?) to the personal: How do I tell my boss not to
reprimand me in a public place? Some are practice-specific: How does a
lawyer ethically prepare a witness to say things persuasively without unethically
telling the witness what to say? How does the lawyer who attracted the client to
the firm move the file to another lawyer and still keep the client happy? Others
are general: How will I know if I'm competent to do . . . ? What do I do if I
don't like the client? Still others plumb the depths of the students' personal
values: How does a lawyer counsel a person the lawyer believes innocent to
take a generous plea bargain rather than try a bad case and risk a long
sentence? How can a lawyer use a constitutional "technicality" to free an
obviously guilty client? Because the questions are asked in the context of
compelling stories, general solutions offered can be tested against an immediate reality-even if the reality is fiction.

The Law School Mission: More Stories for Students,
More Study for the Profession
Most observers believe that starting in the early 1970s the legal profession
began a rapid transition, from a profession of mostly solo practitioners and
small firms serving as counselors to mostly individual and small corporate
clients, into a profession of megafirm technocrat barracudas serving megaclients. The change, it has been suggested, is responsible for a loss of lawyer
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autonomf7 and is so cataclysmic that failure to study it and teach our students
about it rises to the level of an ethical f a i l ~ r e . ~ T h
evolution
e
of the profession
may be a bit overdrawn and the import of the law schools' failure to study and
teach about it a bit overstated, but there can be no doubt about the direction
of the profession or about the law schools' current failure to deal with it.
The Practice is a wonderful vehicle for introducing students to professionalism, even though it focuses on a small criminal law/personal injury firm. Most
of the bigger professionalism issues presented, such as the boundaries of
zealous advocacy, cut across the profession. Even the criminal-lav:-specific
examples, such asjury nullification, raise the conflict bens.een fidelity to client
and obligation to the procedures and institutions of the law that Cramton
believes is at the heart of the professionalism problem. All of the smaller
professionalism issues are as applicable to large-firm transactional practice as
they are to Bobby Donnell's practice and will be as applicable to the profession of the future as they are to that of the past Being a part of Tire Pmctice
world for a semester gives students an appreciation that as lawyers they ~~511
be
influenced by many pressures, only some of which are witten into or contemplated by the Rules of Professional Responsibility. Reacting as ia~syersto fully
drawn stories provides the beginning of an understanding that maintenance
of the law as a noble public profession requires lawyers who are habitually
aware, curious, and concerned for the consequences of their actions on their
clients, the legal system, the society, and themselves.
But there are many other stories our students should hear in law schoolstories that will give them the opportunit). to learn other lessons of the
profession in the more reflective environment of the academy. The positive
student response to the simple and the sophisticated lessons of The Practice,
in spite of its heavy workload, demonstrates their hunger for information and
their willingness to put in the effort to get i t The diversity of practice that
students are contemplating and the rate of change in the profession are
reason enough for the legal academy to respond to the profession's call to
teach about that profession for which we are preparing most of our students.
Whie the profession is right to insist that the academy take professionalism
more seriously, it might be yet another esample of the truth that you should
be careful what you ask for-you might get i t The professionalism addressed
in the law schools is unlikely to be a prescriptive list of appropriate manners
and proper attitudes or a call for another Code of Civility. We need to tell our
students more realistic stories about the profession-its heroes as well as its
villains, its contributions to society as well as the damage it inflicts, its professional aspirations as well as its economic reality, and then encourage them to
critique and improve what they see. We need to describe in its rich detail the
practice on Wall Street and the practice on blain Street and let our students
make their choices. They need to understand the horrendous hours of work

37. See, e.g., Roger C. Cramton, Delivery of L c p l Seniccs to Ordinary kaericans. 44 Caw IV.
Res. L Rev. 531,611 (1994).
38. See Ifilkins, supsa note 22, at 76.
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and poor chances of partnership that accompany the big-money offer from
the major firms, just as they must understand the failure rate for those who
hang out a shingle right after law school.
It is impossible to overstate the importance of finding and creating course
material that will help law teachers with little practice experience effectively
raise and discuss professionalism issues with law students who approach the
subject with no understanding or, worse, a misunderstanding of the context.
Carrie Menkel-Meadow has observed, "For those of us who teach, the images
that students bring to their educations, formed in the crucible of mediawatching and educational and recreational reading, are the 'texts' against
e to turn that around, to digest the popular material
which we t e a ~ h . " ~ Wneed
available and create from it the text "from which," not "against which," we
teach. Where there is no handy material such as The Practice to be found, we
need to create it.
David Wilkins has made the case for fieldwork, data collection, interviews,
. ~ ~ we need more than the informaand empirical work in the p r o f e ~ s i o nBut
tion. Professionalism, ultimately, is no more or less than acculturation into a
group with enough in common so its members can identify themselves and
each other by what they do and how they do it. We need to create realistic
stories, based in the reality of the information we gather and the practice tve
observe, that will help our students to step into and reflect upon the world
we study.

39. Menkel-Meadow,sul/m note 36, at 3.

40. See generally Wilkins, suj~mnote 22.
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